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Dear Executive Editors:

Re: Invasive fungal infection among hematopoietic stem cell transplantation patients with mechanical ventilation in the intensive care unit

I confirm that neither the work nor any part of its essential substance or tables has been or will be published or submitted to another scientific journal or is being considered for publication elsewhere. I also confirm that work and the submission of the manuscript have been approved by all authors.

Reprints will be ordered if this manuscript can be published in “BMC Infectious Diseases”

This study was not supported by any grant.

The authors have not disclosed any potential conflicts of interest.

A medical editor who is native English speaker associated with MedCom Asia, Inc., has edited this manuscript.

I look forward to hearing from you in due course.

Sincerely yours,

Cheng-Ta Yang, MD
Department of Thoracic Medicine, Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan, 5 Fu-Hsin Street, Gweishan, Taoyuan, Taiwan, Zip 333
TEL: 886-3-3281200 ext. 2281
FAX: 886-3-3287787
E-mail: yang1946@adm.cgmh.org.tw